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With momentum growing for reform of our election system — mostly a result of the 

embarrassing mishandling of the voting process by Hartford’s registrars of voters this year and 

Bridgeport’s registrars four years ago — it seems like a good time to renew the call for reforms 

in other areas as well. 

In Hartford, polls were delayed in opening becaue registrars failed to provide voting lists. In 

Bridgeport, registrars underestimated voter turnout and ran out of ballots on Election Day. 

Now, Democrat and Republican legislators and state officials are indicating that maybe it’s time 

to consider appointing registrars rather than electing them. The thinking is that, through the 

appointment process, a higher degree of professionalism is possible. 

Valid point 

There is certainly some validity to that. As it stands now, registrars are not “elected” by voters 

but rather hand-selected by town committee members and impossible to defeat in a general 

election. 

State law requires that each town have a Democratic and Republican registrar. That means the 

Democratic and Republican nominee on the ballot automatically win. The only way to defeat an 

incumbent registrar is through a primary. 



So who are the registrars? They are the loyal foot soldiers who have labored in the trenches of 

the town committees, and as Secretary of the State Denise Merrill put it, with years of experience 

licking envelopes. 

They need no other qualifications to serve. 

Exactly how the appointment of registrars would work, if the Legislature were to move in that 

direction, is yet to be determined — but certainly worth exploring. 

And so is the issue of appointing rather than electing probate judges. 

The appointment process for that is already established. Every other judge in the judiciary is 

rigorously vetted by a panel of their peers, recommended to the governor and confirmed by the 

Legislature. 

Flawed process 

But probate judges are, like registrars, hand-picked by town committee members who have no 

real expertise in the complicated and complex matters that come before probates courts, such as 

adoptions, wills, conservatorships, etc. Instead of being evaluated on their expertise and abilities 

to serve, they are chosen by a handful based on how well they’re liked. 

And that can prove problematic as we saw this year in the Plainfield-Killingly-Sterling-

Canterbury probate district. Five days before the primary, it was disclosed that the husband of 

Democratic candidate Anna Zubkova was a white supremacist and member of Neo-Nazi groups. 

The Plainfield Democratic Town Committee, which had endorsed Zubkova, withdrew its support 

of her candidacy, with several members saying they felt deceived because she hadn’t divulged 

that to the committee prior to the endorsement. Plainfield First Selectman Paul Sweet, who 

supported her candidacy, said it felt like “getting kicked in the stomach.” 

Although rare and an isolated incident, it does demonstrate the pitfalls of a process that relies 

solely upon town committee members to select candidates for elected office. 

If the newly motivated reform hawks are sincere in wanting to restore professionalism to the 

Office of Registrar of Voters through appointment rather than election by a handful of their 

friends, then let’s apply that same thinking to the even-more-important role of probate judge 

given the duties and the lasting impact their decisions have on people’s lives.  

Ray Hackett is The Bulletin’s editorial page editor, and can be reached at (860) 425-4225 or 

rhackett@norwichbulletin.com. 

 


